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Case-study #1: ottimizzazione 
•  Il primo case-study che affrontiamo nel corso 
riguarda l’ottimizzazione e si riferisce alla 
logistica distributiva di una compagnia 
petrolifera. 
•  Le slide sono riprodotte per gentile 
concessione dei colleghi IBM e lasciate 
“inalterate”. 
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Supply Chain network optimization - Business needs 
§ The following main business needs for the project of the Supply Chain Network Optimization have 
been pointed out:  
§  need to have a tool / simulation solution for the continuous optimization of the fuel 
distribution processes. The main business goal is to minimize the Total Delivery Cost, 
downstream from production/purchases to the final client (through intermediate storage locations)  
§  need to have an innovative Optimization Approach, which can give more agility, reliability and 
consistency to strategic and tactic decision process about Supply Chain Process 
§ Activities are currently performed, with difficulties and limited effectiveness, using custom tools, built 
up, during last years, directly by the users 
§ These needs are common to all Oil Company and - as well - most of them use a similar custom 
approach and related custom tools 
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Supply Chain network optimization - Project objectives 
§ The main goal of Supply Planning Optimization of Product Distribution is to calculate/identify  the 
best assignment of their customers (gas stations + others) and related demand to warehouses 
with owned product or competitor warehouses - even through product exchange agreement – 
considering Total Logistic Cost and keeping into account:  
§  customers demand 
§  product purchasing cost, when bought from competitors 
§  revenue coming from product sales to competitors in Product Exchanges 
§  logistic costs structure, with current level of detail 
§  warehouses constraints (truck loading capacity, stock capacity, where applicable) 
§  Maximum quantity the competitors are interested to buy  
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iLog LogicNetPlus XE is used to perform and optimize  
Supply Planning Optimization of Product Distribution  
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Supply Chain network optimization - Solution strategy 
§ The use of a simulation and optimization Solution as iLog LogicNetPlus XE allows Supply Chain 
process owners to achieve the following enablement and benefits: 
§  possibility to build up one or more optimization scenarios of product distribution, on different 
timelines (year/six month/month), based on current distribution network 
§  possibility to simulate business benefits of possible evolutionary scenarios (through “What 
if” analysis). For example: purchases from other suppliers, warehouses network re-design 
(addition or elimination of warehouses) 
§  operational optimization of Supply Planning of Secondary Distribution (from Warehouses to 
Gas Stations) through: 
§  optimization of transportation routes of trucks to gas stations and other customers 
§  re-assignment (re-sourcing), within a tactical defined timeframe, of every single gas 
station to supply warehouse, to benefit from other optimization opportunities 
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Supply Chain network optimization - Oil Supply Chain model 
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Supply Chain network optimization - Business results and benefits 
§ The Supply Chain Network Optimization project has delivered the following quantitative and qualitative 
benefits from a business point of view 
 
Quantitative benefits 
§ Saving on Total Delivery Cost: 3% - 5 %  starting from a Baseline Logistic Network,  
§ Saving on Total Delivery Cost: 10% - 15%  simulating Distribution Evaluative Scenarios,  
 
Qualitative benefits 
§ New modes for regional distribution of products (in particular for region with specific territorial 
characteristics) and enablement to modify business relationship in partnership with other Oil player 
§ Complementary achievable saving with a second step of the project, driving operational 
transportation optimization 
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Supply Chain network optimization: illustrative example (1/5) 
§ Customers: customer points are located at ~140 largest cities in Italy and demand is proportional to 
population 
§ Oil Company Network: a production refinery and two distribution facilities are located in North Italy  
§  Costs: production cost/unit at refinery, revenue at warehouses for partners, ground transport from 
Trento to depots and from depots to customers  
 
§ Partner Network: two production refineries are located in Roma and Bari and two distribution facilities 
are located in Center and South Italy 
§  Costs: no production cost/unit at partner refinery and costs at partner warehouses 
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1. Modelling Network Structure 
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Supply Chain network optimization: illustrative example (2/5) 
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2. Modelling Supply Chain Network 
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Supply Chain network optimization: illustrative example (3/5) 
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3. Product Exchange Modelling: Set-Up Balancing Constraint 
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Supply Chain network optimization: illustrative example (4/5) 
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4. Comparing the results 
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Supply Chain network optimization: illustrative example (5/5) 
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5. Sensitivity Analysis 
Transportation Problem (TP) 
•  Il problema risolto nel case-study appena 
trattato è una versione complessa di un 
problema classico che prende il nome di 
Transportation Problem (ed è un parente 
prossimo del problema dell’Assegnamento 
discusso in precedenza). 
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Transportation Problem (TP) 
•  Nella versione base del problema abbiamo, 
per un certo prodotto che deve essere 
distribuito: 
•  m luoghi di produzione/stoccaggio, i=1,…,m con 
associata una quantità prodotta Si 
•  n luoghi in cui il prodotto viene consumato j=1,…,n 
con associata una domanda Dj 
•  un costo di trasporto cij di un’unità di prodotto dal 
luogo (di produzione) i al luogo (di utilizzo) j  
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Transportation Problem (TP) 
•  Ipotizzando  
•  e definendo le variabili decisionali (non 
negative) 
xij = quantità trasportata  
dal luogo (di produzione) i al luogo (di utilizzo) j 
•  il modello matematico del TP è il seguente  
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Modello matematico di TP 
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TP e Programmazione Lineare 
•  Il modello di TP è un caso particolare di un 
problema di Programmazione Lineare (PL): 
•  Funzione obiettivo lineare 
•  Vincoli espressi da equazioni e disequazioni lineari 
•  Variabili decisionali continue 
•  I modelli di PL si risolvono in maniera efficiente 
sia in teoria che in pratica. 
•  La PL è uno strumento di grande flessibilità ed 
efficacia e costituisce la base algoritmica di 
modellazioni più complesse. 
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